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How humans and other social species form social hierarchies is

one of the oldest puzzles of the behavioral and biological

sciences. Considerable evidence now indicates that in humans

social stratification is principally based jointly on dominance

(coercive capacity based on strength, threat, and intimidation)

and prestige (persuasive capacity based on skills, abilities, and

knowledge). Although intimidation can beget compliance,

hierarchical relationships based on dominance are relatively

less stable. Here, I consider the costs and benefits of each form

of hierarchical structure for high-ranking and low-ranking

individuals, and propose that humans have evolved a tolerance

for stratification based on prestige and a resistance towards

coercive dominance. In humans (and other social primates),

anti-dominance instincts often escalate into large-scale

coordinated leveling efforts to suppress the power of coercive

aggrandizers. By contrast, prestige, which produces mutually

beneficial outcomes with followers, is recognized and widely

endorsed.
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In most group-living species, although one’s survival

depends on social success in forming affiliative alliances

and coordinating with conspecifics, group living also

necessarily entails zero-sum conflict over the distribution

of valuable resources. Surviving requires out-competing

others who are pursuing the same resources. Thus, across

species, individuals’ priority of access to contested

resources — their social rank, or position in the social

hierarchy — is a key determinant of survival. Thus, much

research across the behavioral and biological sciences

seeks to identify how individuals compete and succeed

in gaining social rank, in order to understand how and why
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inequality and stratification arise within groups and

societies.

Imposing force-based rank via dominance
Traditional approaches have focused on asymmetries of

deference and privilege among social animals as princi-

pally organized around dominance — rank differences

established from the history of frequent wins and losses in

agonistic fights based on force and aggression [1,2]. In

dominance encounters, deference results from fear

and intimidation created by the high-ranking individual’s

greater formidability (usually due to their larger size) and

the low-ranking (usually physically weaker) individual’s

recognition of their relatively lower resource-holding

potential, who will concede before escalating to costly

conflicts, benefiting all parties.

A dominance hierarchy is formed when these past ago-

nistic outcomes begin to produce consistency and regu-

larity in the patterns of deference and acquiescence [3],

which are further reinforced by occasional bouts of mild

aggression from dominants as a reminder of their formi-

dability [4,5]. In established hierarchies, the ‘haves’

routinely receive privileged and prioritized access to

desirable resources, mates, territory, grooming, and deci-

sion-making influence over conspecifics (i.e. social rank),

whereas the ‘have-nots’ must recognize and accept their

position in the hierarchy and relinquish their access to

these commodities (even if begrudgingly) without overt

contest or provocation most of the time [6].

Earning freely conferred rank via prestige
More recent approaches, however, begin to recognize that

human interpersonal asymmetries are not simply an

extension of dominance hierarchies. Humans possess a

second avenue to social rank: prestige [7,8�]. Across

societies, humans seek out and defer — out of personal

choice — to people who possess skills, attributes, and

locally valued knowledge attributes that inspire respect

[8�,9–11]. Even in the most egalitarian hunter-gatherers,

rank disparities emerge informally based on differences in

perceived success, with highly influential leaders exercis-

ing differential weight and influence over key decisions

and opinions in the community [12�,13]. The so-called

‘Big Man’ leaders in many of these small-scale societies

lack coercive authority over others; rather their influence

depends entirely on the ability to attract followers, which

derives from possessing and deploying skills that generate

benefits for others.
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Key to the distinction between the two avenues to rank,

these within-group prestige asymmetries do not appear to

be products of any agonistic coercion or imposition (as

they are in dominance-based hierarchies), but rather

result from non-agonistic persuasion that is freely con-

ferred. In exchange of the deference received, prestigious

individuals may supply a flow of benefits, from transmit-

ting culturally valued knowledge [8�], motivating group-

wide cooperation [14], to contributing to collective action

[15–17]. Because these benefits are maximized through

proximity and prolonged interaction with those who can

supply these benefits, prestige hierarchies likely shaped

the evolution of our proximate emotions and ethologies

(e.g. liking, respect, admiration), such that we actively

seek contact with prestigious people, pay them extra

attention, and shower them with favors and deference

displays [8�,18]. By contrast, dominance hierarchies are

stabilized by submissive emotions and ethological dis-

plays (e.g. fear, shame, gaze aversion) that result in the

avoidance of coercive aggrandizers and the harm that they

may inflict [19,20]. Importantly, both forms of rank, as

relationships between individuals, reflect outcomes cre-

ated by perceptions of that individual, rather than as an

intrinsic absolute property of an individual [1]. Group

members concede resources (including deference) to

higher ranked individuals to avoid harm or gain certain

benefits.

A brief review of current evidence on two
avenues to social rank
There is now much empirical evidence supporting key

predictions from this theory, both in the laboratory and in

the field (reviewed in Refs. [8�,15,21�,22,23]). Supporting

this broad view of two distinct social hierarchies, these

lines of evidence indicate: (a) sharp differences between

the behavioral and psychological traits of higher-ups in

dominance hierarchies versus those in prestige hierar-

chies; (b) higher-ups in the two hierarchies receive

qualitatively disparate patterns of deference from

lower-ranking subordinates; and (c) higher-ups in both

hierarchical structures enjoy greater privileges and access

to desirable resources and social rank.

Distinguishing between higher-ranking individuals at the

top rungs of a dominance versus prestige hierarchy

Perhaps unsurprisingly, because cultivating fear or earn-

ing respect is requisite for gaining social rank, dominant or

prestigious individuals typically display traits and beha-

viors that most effectively enhance their perceived threat

or ability to confer benefits. Prestigious individuals — in

contrast to dominant individuals — possess exceptional

skill or knowledge in locally valued domains (which may

vary across groups), including those crucial to survival in

small-scale societies such as warrior skills, medicinal

knowledge, and hunting and fishing ability [24–28]. Pres-

tigious individuals tend to be kind, humble, prosocial,

and exceptionally generous [14,29–32], likely because
www.sciencedirect.com 
supplying public goods broadcasts one’s abilities and

further elevates prestige and motivates group-wide coop-

eration through imitation [14,33,34].

By contrast, dominants are disinclined towards behaving

prosocially, but instead exhibit antagonism, aggression,

and hubris, and the prioritization of self-interest over

collective good [35–40]. Ethologically, dominance (unlike

prestige) is associated with vocal, facial, and postural

patterns that signal threat and formidability, such as a

deeper pitch profile, signals of anger, facial masculinity,

and elaborate and expansive pride displays [8�,41–46].
These two forms of rank in humans, and their underlying

psychological and behavioral differences, have also

long been noted in anthropological ethnographies

across a range of simpler societies [12�,15,47] (reviewed

in Ref. [8�]).

Distinguishing between lower-ranking individuals at the

bottom rungs of a dominance versus prestige hierarchy

Paralleling these distinct patterns among the high-

ranking, lower-ranking individuals in the two hierarchies

display contrasting deference patterns. Group members

feel admiration and seek proximity towards prestigious

individuals (but not dominants), and readily learn and

acquire their beliefs, values, and practices [25,48–52]

(reviewed in Ref. [11]), even when it comes to domains

beyond the prestigious person’s area of expertise

[24,36,53]. Greater social and coalitional support, both

with kin and non-kin, also accrue to those with a presti-

gious (but not a dominant) reputation [21�,28,36,49,54].
Through these alliances and cooperative bonds with the

prestigious, lower-ranking followers are able to recipro-

cally acquire a range of benefits, including knowledge

transfer [8�,51], increased social standing [30], and

improved collective action generated directly by the

prestigious individual [14,16]. Followers are even more

tolerant of norm violations on the part of prestige-based

(compared to dominance-based) leaders, owing to greater

trust in their moral standing [55]. In sharp contrast,

deference in a dominance hierarchy is stabilized by fear,

stress, and avoidance behavior [12�,21�,22,56], which help

avoid the costs of challenge and conflict.

Higher-ranking individuals in both hierarchies gain

greater privileges and access to contested resources

(e.g. social influence, reproductive opportunities)

Finally, looking beyond these underlying differences,

multiple lines of evidence indicate that prestige and

dominance provide a foundation for social rank. In a

study of small ‘minimal’ laboratory groups, dominance

and prestige co-emerged as distinct strategies for gaining

social rank (informal leadership) [21�]. Rank was assessed

using peers’ judgments of relative influence, uninvolved

outside observers’ judgments of influence, actual behav-

ioral impact over collective decision-making, and eye-

tracked differential gaze and attention. Furthermore,
Current Opinion in Psychology 2020, 33:238–244
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both men and women with dominance or prestige gained

higher rank than their same-sex peers [21�]. Similar

patterns are revealed in a range of naturalistic groups

and teams in the field (e.g. sports teams, chess clubs,

volunteer groups, student teams) [29,36,49].

Cross-culturally, anthropological evidence from small-

scale societies suggests that influential members of the

community (both formally and informally) possess traits

and attributes that typically translate into greater ability

to inflict harm (e.g. being feared, fighting ability, physical

strength) or to confer benefits on others (e.g. being

respected, expertise, intelligence and cognitive skills,

contribution to collective action, food production skills,

ethnomedicinal plant knowledge), or a combination of

both [12�,15,26,28,57]. Thus, even among the most egal-

itarian societies, dominants appear able to dominate and

gain deference despite strong cultural emphasis on equal-

ity and respect for individual autonomy. Such evidence of

dominance-based and prestige-based political leadership

in small, kin-based societies with highly egalitarian social

norms — features that may bear resemblance to the living

conditions of early humans — suggest the possibility that

the two forms of rank may have been ubiquitous even in

ancestral societies.

Finally, individuals who acquire more dominance or

prestige have higher fitness in diverse societies [58,59],

though possibly through different routes. A study of the

Tsimane’ in the Bolivian Amazon found that while both

forms of rank are associated with higher intra-marital

fertility and extra-marital affairs, prestigious men have

lower offspring mortality (possibly reflecting their greater

investment in parenting effort) and longer reproductive

careers, whereas dominant men marry younger, more

fertile wives [60] (reviewed in Ref. [13]).

The limitations of force: dominance is more
volatile than prestige as an avenue to social
rank
Although intimidation can beget rank, recent evidence

highlights a key caveat: rank achieved via dominance

may be more volatile than prestige. A longitudinal study

of the dynamics of influence reveals that the influence

advantage of dominant individuals erodes over time in

small, collaborative, and relatively egalitarian social

groups [61�]. Among the student project teams exam-

ined, dominant individuals indeed gained substantial

influence over collective decisions during the initial

negotiation of rank when groups first formed. However,

their differential impact declined sharply and even

ceased by the fourth week mark, despite sustaining a

dominant reputation. In sharp contrast, the influence

wielded by prestigious individuals augmented (rather

than diminished) over the four-month period studied

[61�]. Thus, coercing one’s way to power appears to be a

relatively precarious strategy that may yield variable
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results across time and contexts. While efficacious in

certain groups and over certain periods, dominance may

fail to deliver in other contexts.

Why is dominance volatile? The resentment of
force and dominance-leveling coalitions
While dominant tyrants are common enough, their power

does not go unchecked. In many primates, coalitions of

lower-ranking individuals will coordinate to resist, ostra-

cize, or (at the extreme) execute overly coercive domi-

nant alphas [62,63,64�]. Leveling coalitions in humans are

distinguished by their larger size, longevity, and greater

effectiveness relative to other primates [64�], possibly

owing to our species’ ability to leverage language and

lethal weapons to reduce coordination costs and power

disparities [62,65]. The increased volatility of dominance

in human societies may thus reflect evolved leveling

sentiments that result in the suppression of domi-

nance-based hierarchies.

When does the resentment of tyrants escalate to overt

acts of counter-dominance? Because coercion is main-

tained by the avoidance of harm (rather than the provi-

sion of benefits), coercive dominants are tolerated only

to the degree that they continue to possess relative

power to inflict costs, and the price of subordination is

outweighed by the risks of challenging the status quo

[66]. In response to threats to their power, dominants

may safeguard their interests by actively seeking to

undercut the ability of subordinates to ally against them,

including deploying their political allies against dissen-

ters [67], restricting the flow of information [35], and

undermining social cohesion [68]. Thus, to further their

quest for autonomy, subordinate leveling coalitions must

overcome both the high-ranking dominant’s attempts to

manipulate and quell anti-hierarchical behavior, and the

challenges inherent to successful collective action (e.g.

mobilizing participants, monitoring of leveling invest-

ment and effort, coordinating logistics), which entail

shared gains (e.g. reduced domination by higher-ranking

individuals) and individual risks (e.g. retaliation, injury)

[69]. Nevertheless, when successful, leveling coalitions

can reduce power differentials by pooling collective

resistance efforts among subordinates [70], while lower-

ing the individual cost of challenge (e.g. risk of injury,

coordination costs). Proximately, leveling is likely

expressed and reinforced by a suite of emotional, cogni-

tive, and motivational mechanisms [71–73], including

egalitarian-favoring moral values such as autonomy, anti-

domination, inequity aversion, empathy, compassion,

and a distaste for displays of arrogance and aggrandize-

ment [67,74–77]. Much evidence suggests that anti-

oppression impulses are present even among infants

[78–83] (reviewed in Ref. [84]), thus developing early

without extensive learning and requiring relatively little

complex conscious reasoning.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Why is prestige durable? The endorsement of
merit and mutually benefiting relationships
While anti-dominance is a common phenomenon, no com-

parable anti-hierarchical sentiments, resistance, or collective

aggression seem to be directed at prestigious individuals. In

fact, beyond the mere absence of prestige-leveling coali-

tions, higher-ranking individuals in a prestige hierarchy are

even rewarded, endorsed, and freely deferred to by those

who rank below them [8�,28], which clearly contrasts with

the dominance-limiting propensities described above. Def-

erence, rather than resistance, towards prestigious individu-

als allows followers to gain access to and acquire the benefits

that prestigious individuals can confer, including knowledge

transfer and exceptional contributions to collective action

[8�,16]. In contrast, those with a prestigious reputation are

unlikely to supply these benefits if not ‘paid’ for their efforts,

or may alternatively seek to supply benefits to other willing

followers [8�,17,85–87]. These mutually benefitting ex-

changes that emerge between prestigious individuals and

their followers may have shaped our moral systems: people

equate fairness with equitable earnings proportionate to

effort [88,89], prefer merit-based systems and institutions

[90–92], and are fiercely concerned with a leader’s perceived

legitimacy [88,89,92,93]. These moral principles in turn act

to reinforce and stabilize prestige-based deference [61�].

Still, against this backdrop of relatively greater tolerance of

prestige differentials [94], prestige-based inequality may

nevertheless be contested and constrained when prestige-

follower relations fail to generate mutual benefits. In the

most egalitarian hunter-gatherers, for example, strong

‘demand sharing’ norms lead to widespread sharing of

resources with both kin and non-kin. This scale of sharing,

coupled with the lack of resource storage and wealth

accumulation, produces strict economic equality among

group members, suppressing greater resource acquisition

even in the prestigious. For example, in many forager

societies, successful hunters neither exercise rights to dis-

tribute the meat, nor are their families entitled to a larger

share [95]. Likewise, in modern small-scale societies such

as the Tsimane, elected leaders who are highly regarded do

not claim a larger share of spoils [57]. One explanation for

this rather unusual practice of withholding material incen-

tives from the prestigious may stem from the ecological

condition of hunting and gathering, which is typified by

substantial unpredictability in food supply (e.g. lack of food

storage, variability in hunting yields). These extremely

variable circumstances may favor the emergence of excep-

tionally strong egalitarian impulses that curb even prestige-

based differentials. Robust mechanisms for leveling wealth

(including preventing greater entitlement in the presti-

gious) therefore provide a means of buffering food scarcity

and variability, and may represent a necessary subsistence

strategy under highly variable environments [96].

There are also other occasions that appear to favor some

degree of constraint over prestige differentiation. When a
www.sciencedirect.com 
prestigious individual’s recognition is deemed unde-

served [51,74,97] or when success does not directly trans-

late into benefits for others, prestige can attract envy,

jealousy, scrutiny, and sometimes even hostility [98].

These anti-prestige sentiments appear to be most preva-

lent among the lowest ranking (i.e. least prestigious)

individuals in a community and in collectivistic societies

that emphasize social cohesion and group success over

individual achievement [99–101].

Nevertheless, leveling efforts in the two hierarchies differ

in character. While subordinates form anti-dominant coa-

litions to curtail or suppress the ability of the would-be

dominants to exercise coercive power, any leveling in the

context of prestige hierarchies is principally focused on

economic leveling, protecting subordinates from exces-

sive material stratification, and preventing any ‘cheating’

of the prestige system. These efforts do not entail level-

ing differential genuine success or limiting prestige itself.

Summary
How humans and other social species form social hierar-

chies is a question that has long been of interest to scientists

across diverse fields from evolutionary biology to psycho-

logical sciences [1]. There is now considerable evidence

that unlike in other social mammals where social stratifica-

tion is principally based on dominance (coercive capacity

that derives from strength, threat, and intimidation),

humans possess a distinctive pathway to social rank termed

prestige (persuasive capacity that derives from valued skills,

abilities, and knowledge) [8�,21�]. This does not mean that

both forms of rank are equally stable temporally and

contextually. Although intimidation begets compliance,

rarely does the power of purely dominant alphas endure

without contest [61�]. In many social primates, including

humans, commonplace are anti-dominance instincts that

can escalate into large-scale coordinated efforts to level the

disproportionate power of coercive aggrandizers [63]. By

sharp contrast, however, resistance is generally absent

towards prestigious individuals, whose greater persuasive

influence is recognized and endorsed, likely resulting from

the mutually beneficial outcomes they generate with fol-

lowers [8�]. This relatively greater tolerance for stratifica-

tion based on prestige (in spite of our strong egalitarian

impulses), and the pervasive distaste towards coercive

dominance, pose key puzzles that await future research.
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